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Gr-egory portrays t.rutli

•

in

humor in UNI appearance
by Ann F. Holda
pesticides, bathrooms , and
Recently Dick Gregory
automobiles. H~ brought up
spoke to a nearly filled UNI
the Kennedy, King- assassinaauditorium. Gregory, a noted
tions, and the Wallace assascomedienne who mixes humor
sination attempt. Gregory disand social issues lectured for
cussed some of the information
nearly two hours. Although he
he has discovered while doing
tells jokes, the main thrust of
his own investigation . He
his speech seemed to be
explained that he could reach
alerting people to the numerthe _"little people." The people
ous problems within our
who knew the true story,
society. All throughout the
because they were there to do
lecture, he repeated, " Keep
the clean-up work. He discusyour eyes open." He called for
sed evidence showing that
"young folks to coll!~ together
Ruby and Oswald had been on
in a spirit of love. " He said, · the FBI payroll. He showed
"how strong you are, how
pictures and indicated their
much power you have, underfaults. He said that he has
stand where your real power is.
sent a message to President
Reach down inside of you, look
Carter indicating that he will
into the living and find the
not eat any solid food until a
true universal love."
'
complete investigation of the
His material rang~ from
Kennedy-King assassinations
the recent TV presentation of is underway. He asks everyone
"Roots" to the swine flu shot.
to join him in fasting at least
He discussed pollution, and one day a week, from Friday

evening to S,aturday evening
as a national effort.
Dick Gregory stated, "I
want to expose America to
you." He offered a book list
which lists many books for
those interested in what he is
talking about. If you would
like a copy write, Dick
Gregory, Health, P.O. Box
266, Plymouth, MS. 02360.
Lastly, Gregory concluded, .
" You have the power to
chang~ this country, start
dealing with honesty, and
integrity. May peace be with
you, my friends" after which
he received a standing ovation.

UNI clubs honor
accomplishmerils of women

Anne Waldaw, reads her poetry during Northeastern's
celebrations of International Women's Week. [Photo by Ann F.
Holda]

Celebrate!

Print starts ,10th year
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Nine years ago tomorrow,
students at Northeastern Illinois State College were saying,
"Where's the Interim?" The
Interim died and was officially
renamed Print when Chicago
Teacher's College-North was
renamed Northeastern Illinois
State College. And when the
institution ,was renamed, the
staff decided to rename the
paper also. Over the years, a
total of 164 Prints have been
·published. The logo has been
changed many times, and
twelve students have served as
editor. "The Interim died, but
Print lives on."
. Print sponsor Ely Liebow
has been with the paper since
before · it was called Print.
(" _,;), Examiner, Nota 1 Bene,
and Interim were some of the
names he remembers.
Jeff Provus founded Print
and wa!' her first editor. In

April 1968, Ken Davis succeeded Jeff and served until
August 1970. He once held the
title of the "longest reigning
editor," but better men followed.
O,t her editors included Glen
Junhan, Frank Conrad, Dave
Gi:;een, Brian Kilmnick, Cathy
Jones, Jane Green, Arlene
Strauss, Jim Feezor, and Pat
O'Brien.
Today, Robert "DOC" Kosinski is editor of Print and
has served i,ince December
1974. He has been a staff
member ; ince May 1974.
How did Print get her
name? It seems Ken Davis
held a school-wide contest and
entered his suggestion with
the others. His was selected.
The Print will continue to
serve the students at UNI as
the official schools newspaper.
Happy Birthday ol' Print!

Dick Gregory holds photos which are included in the evidence he
has found in his investigations of the Kennedys-King
assassinations. [Photo .by Ann F. Holda]

'

by Nancy Burton
March 8 was International
Women's Day and March 7-22
was International Women's
Week. The Chicano Student
Union, the Feminist Club, and
the Puerto Rican Women's
Committee (of the Union of
Puerto Rican Students) organized a wide range of e':'ents in
celebration.
International Women's Day ,
is a holiday celebrated worldwide honoring working .women
and women everywhere working to win a better life. It
commemorates two all womens
strikes that took place in the
U.S. First, on March 8, 1857
the New York City garment
workers marched demanding
improved working conditions,
a 10-hr. day, and equal rights
for women. Second, on March
9, 1908, 51 years later, women
in the needle trades in New
York again marched - honoring the 1857 march, and
demanding the vote, an end to
sweatshops, and an end to
Child Ja12or. This march, like
the first, was broken up by the
police.
In 1910, German socialist,
Clara Zetkin, was the first to
propose that March 8th be
proclaimed International W omen's Day, commemorating
the U.S. marches and honoring
working women the ' world
over. Despite its U.S. origin,
International Women's Day
was forgotten in this country
for many years .. With the
rebirth of the women's movement in the 1960's, March 8,
along with much else that had
been lost, was restored to our
heritage.
In celebrating International
Women's Day, the sponsoring
club organized International
Women's Week here at UNI.
On Monday, a pro-con panel
discussion of the Equal Rights
Amendment and the movie,
"How We Won the Vote"
kicked off the week's events.
Next followed "Women 's

Parade with the Chicago Irish
Lives," a group of skits
Feminists for the Equal Rights
written and performed by the
Puerto Rican Women's Comi Amendment and that some
club members will be going
mittee. .
down (assembly point is the
Tuesday's events featured
poetry readings •by Anne SW corner of Dearborn and
Waldman and theater with
Hubbard at 1 p.m., Th., 3/ 17).
Clearly, the sponsors put a
Compania · Trueba Te11tro Barrio and The Jibaro 'Show. Judy
lot of hard work into organRoberts and her band were izing events both interesting
also here for International and -0f interest to UNI
Women's Day, although they · students, and I asked them
why. (Due' to deadline preswere sponsored by another
sure, I apologize t!1,at I wasn't
group.
On Wednesday, Mara Siegal able to reach a spokesp~rson
from the Chicano Student
spoke on grand jury harrass•
Union.) From the Feminist
ment of the Puerto Rican
community and the campaign Club - we wanted to celebrate
this working women's holiday,
to free the five nationalist
to raise women's issues · on
prisoners. This was followed
by the Chicago Women's
campus, to get people thinking
seriously about women's conPrison Project slide show and
later Womensart, a slide cerns, and also to have some
show - narrated by Jeannie
fun. From the Puerto Rican
Women's Committee - along ·
Sorrentini.
with the other clubs, we hope
Thursday's activities included "Union Maids," a film
the people here at the Univerabout women in the labor . sity enjoyed the activities, and
movement in the 1930's; a - we -hope it has brought
talk, "The Role of the Chicana
awareness to our sisters and to
in the struggle for liberation;"
our brothers.
and Inez Bocanegra sparkling
on the question of sterilization.
For Friday, between 11-12
Dr. Joan Berman gives her
slide show presentation on
women in China (Rm. CC 215);
from 2-3 p.m. _there's a
discussion with members of
the Iranian Student Union
A ninth candidate
(Rm. CC 215); from 3-4 there's
for
Vice-president
"The Latina Experience" poetry readings (Rm. CC 218).
for Academic AfTo conclude the week's
fairs will be at
events from 8 p.m. to midnight
all UNI students are cordially
Northeastern on
invited to disco down with
Monday, March 14.
Chino and Salsa with La
•
Nuestra in Alumni Hall (admission free with UNI ID).
His name is Peter
The sponsoring· clubs still
have other ' activities planned
Mitchell and he will .
for the rest of the semester,
be available to anwhy not go to a club meeting
and find ·out what. One of the
swer questions at
feminist Club members menthe usual interview
tioned that all interested UNI
times.
stu'dents have been invited to
march in the St. Patrick's Day

Important!
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Spring/Sommer fonds
cut off from ISSC
Financial Aid
Office working
hard for adequate
solutions
The Student Senate, new members and old, meet for the first time in a session that saw the
approval of salaries for Supreme Court justices. [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris]

Supreme Court matters
an issue for new Senate
by Robert J. Kosinski
Newly elected senators and
officers received their first
taste of life in their new
positions as the Student
Senate met on Monday, March
7 in the Student Union
Building. Introductions over,
the senate proceeded through
business as usual in a very
orderly manner.
The first big item to come
up was the appointment by
Senate President Jim Payette
of former Student Senator
Jacobo Szapiro to the Student
supreme Court. Szapiro left
- the senate after nearly two
years when his term ran out.
He was recently elected chairperson of the Commuter
Center Board of managers and
is a member of the Political
Science Club . After minor
discussion on the appointment,
the senate denied Szapiro's

. -it

confirmation by a vote of 14 to
1O ( 19 being needed for
confirmation.) The issue was
reintroduced toward the end of
the meeting though, and
Szapiro. "received the appointment to t he fourth justice spot
by a vote of 20 to 4. There is
still one vacancy on the
Student Supreme Court. Interested students should see
President Jim Payette.
In related action, the senate
approved a monthly salary or
stipend for Supreme Court
justices of $15. Chief Justice
Howard Smyles presented the
request saying that the money
would be an added incentive
for justices and those wishing
to be justices. The Supreme
Court meets regularly, once a
month.
Five students were finally
appointed to the important

Search and Screen Committee
to select a Vice-president for
Student Affairs. The students
chosen were; Robert Trahan,
Cathy Craine, Denise Becnaul,
Don Collins and Roger Guerra.
The new Charter Review
Board Policy, scheduled to be
discussed at Monday 's meeting was tabled because new
senators wanted more of an
opportunity to peruse the
policy. The Board announced
that they will operate for only
two more weeks without a
policy, at which time the
senate would have to assume
all CRB duties.
Editor's Note: Apologies are
in order for Harold Whitfield
and Sandra Dickerson. A
printing error ommitteii their
names from the list of senate
winners. Harold received 465
votes and Sandra received 425.

'Woman as Poet' featured
in Brown Bag Seminar

by Nancy Burton
The fourth Women's Studies Seminar, the Woman as
Poet, featured Elizabeth Libbey, our poet in residence. If
was held Tuesday, March 1 at
1 p.m. in the Commuter
Center.
Libbey and Virginia woolf
felt that the woman as fiction
writer must, by nature, confront life directly, not indirectly. She must have the
experiences herself; she cannot be the muse of men. Woolf
aslo felt that good writers had
vision, vision made of their
experiences and perception,
and th~t vision held their
writings together. Libbey said
Woolf dealt with the problems
of women writers in _ her
excellent essay in Granite and
Rainbow. Women have not
had the ,opportunity to be

writers or to get out and
experience the world the way
men have; the opportunities
available to a Hemingway or
Melville are not the same for a
Jane Austen or Emily Dickenson.
Virginia Woolf, well-known
for her stream-of-consciousness
style of writing , was also
innovative in developing her
own style of sentence structure. Libbey recommended that
people read Woolf's To the
Lighthouse.
Because of social conditioning, currently many male
writers deal in terms of
thought tied to emotion.
Today more and more women
are writing and this writing
will evolve into , a very real
voice that will be impossible to
ignore.
• ,,..
There are also some discuss-

io'l of writer Sylvia Plath and
comparison of the styles of
some women writers wit_h
those of Hemingway and
Henry James. The seminar
concluded with Libbey reading
some of l:er own poetry.
The next seminar will deal
with Title IX and its effects. It
will be held Tuesday, March 15
at 1 p.m. in Rm. 216 in the
Commuter Center. · Title IX is
the law calling for equal
treatment of the sexes in
education; it has caused some
controversy, especially as it
pertains to athletics. Resource
people for this discussion will
be Eleanor Prueske of Physical
Education and Joyce Flory of
Speech and Performing Arts,
also active in NOW·'s Project
for Equal Educational ,R ights.
Women and men are cordially
invited.

by Carol Jean Zalatoris
.The Illinois State Scholarship Commission has confirmed reports that funds will not
be available to UNI students
enrolling" for Spring (MayJune ) or Summer (July-August). And unfortunately, the
institution may not have any
funds available for tuition
coverage for either Spring or
Summer terms.
Those students eligible for
Spring Basic Educational Opportunity Grant checks are
students whq have not received disbursements from any
in~t it ution for two consecutive
terms, covering the academic
year 76-77 (Fall 76 - Winter
77), ahd students who are
enrolled for a minimum of 6
credit hours in the Spring 77
term but have not received
disbursements from any instiltution for two consecutive

terms.
Tuition coverage will be
deducted for the Spring term
from any student awarded a
National Direct Student Loan
or Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant. Students
receiving NDSL or SEOG
must be enrolled for a
minimum of 6 credit hours for
the Spring.
The following Institutional
Waivers/Scholarships will not
be available in the May-June,
July-August 77 terms : Foreign
Student , Talent, Board of
G,ovenors, Graduate Waivers.
The personnel in the Office
of Financial Aid are seeking
solutions to aid financially
needy students through the
Spring and Summer terms.
Hopefully a solution will be
found. If so, information will
be publicized.

commentary

"J!eyond reproach
"I never give. th~m hell; I just
tell them the truth and they
think it is hell."
Harry S. Truman
by Robert J. Kosinski
A few days ago, a student
from the Loyola University
Phoenix newspaper called me
up. It seems they were
surveying various colleges and
universities in the area and
they -wanted to know~exactly
how things are done at
Northeastern. One of the big
questions surrounded our concept of the Student Faculty
Evaluation Program.
It was embarrassing to say
that we didn't have one. Oh,
sure, I recalled on intermittent
occasions when a young teacher would pass out a single
sheet on the day of the final
exam which had a list of
questions with t-he words
"challenging" and "stimulating" in them a lot. I recall
this girl in one class who
thought it was part of the final
and she kept asking me how to
answer the _,questions. , When
she got to the one 'that asked if
the reading assignments chal-

lengini, I just smiled because
I knew she had the study
habits of an ostrich.
Anyway, faculty evaluations
are handled haphazardly by
the departments, while in most
major institutions the student
government develops and controls a better system that
usually means a lot more.
A meaningful faculty evaluation system would be considered an incon.Jenience for most
untenured faculty members
because it would mean, in their
mind, that they couldn't grade
as hard as they wanted to,
they couldn ' t give much
homework as they'd want and
they'd have to tell at least two
jokes at the beginning of class.
Faculty evaluations at UNI
are said to mean something a
lot, some even say. But who,
outside of the departments,
really knows what happens
to those sheets of paper after
they're seaied in that brown
envelope?
. _Bring faculty evaluation
back to the , students. l d ,o n't
want to have• to be embarrassed again.

Page 4
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letters to the editor

CARBONDALE - FEB. 24, 1977
We 'are s urprised by the ruling by the Northeastern University
student government denying their recognition to the Students for
Palestine Organization. Their suggestions that "bec~use
Palestine and Israel are two names for one country, Palestinian
students should join the Students for Israel Organization" must
have been· prompted by either malicious prejudice or gross
ignorance. Hoping that it is the latter we wish to point out the
necessity of an effort for Palestinian rights; the rights of Arabic
speaking Christians and Muslims who are victims of or refugees
from the terrorism of a racist exclusionist sate.
The problem of the injustices done to the non-Jewish
Palestinians is one that the whole world takes very seriously, if
the Northeastern Illinois University student government does
not. We would like to call ~ttention to the November 1974 U.N.
General As~embly Resolution No. 3236, which states in part:
Deeply concerned that no solution to the problem of Palestine
has yet been achieved and recognizing that the problem of
Palestine continues to endanger international peace and security.
-- Recognizing that the Palestinian people is (are) entitled to self
determination in accordance with the Charter of the United
Nations ...
Indeeq, many people feel the unresolved injustices done to the
Palestinians to be the greatest threat to the world peace today.
We most emphatically wish- to point out to the UNI student
government the faultiness of the statement "Palestine and Israel
are two names for one country. " According to a report submitted
to the Committee on International Affairs of the House of
Representatives on Sept. 30, 1975 by Dr. Abu-Lughod, oruj
12.8% of the approximately 3.5 million Palestinian~ have (even
second class) Israeli citizenship, another 35.2% are living in
occupied Egypt and occupied Jordan, and the rest driven off and
denied the right to return by racist ambitious 'to create a country
" as Jewish as England is English. " While Israel cannot · admit
the existance of the Palestinians, Isreal is not recognized by the
Palestinians and even now is by no means universally recognized
by the nations of the world. .
Thus we feel the UNI student government's fear of duplicating
an organization alread in . existence to be misplaced. The
suggestion that Palestinians, or anyone aware of the outrage
done to them, join the Students for Israel Organization,. is a
. humiliating insult to' an already victimized people. Finally, we
recommend that the UNI student government reconsider the case
of the Students for Palestine Organization, this time wit h
attention to a more reali; tic demography and the principles
reflected in the XIV'.tn Amendment of the U .S. Constitution,
guaranteeipg freedom from discrimination according to race,
religion, or creed .

To the Editor of Print,
bank. This action went against
that individual . senators had
It has come to my attention
the U.N. partition resolution of
concerning the subject of
1947, calling for the formation
that student representatives granting a charter to a group
from SIU-Carbondale are cir- that MAY be a duplication of of two states; one Arab the
other Jewish, in the territory
culating registered letters con- an already actively chartered
deming the action of the UNI · club. If the Students for
then known as Palestine.
Lastly, while you defend the
Student Senate denying the Palestine had been present to
Student for Palestine an clarify their purpose and to
rights of Arabs, both Chrisorganizational charter. I have answer questions that were
tians and Moslims, please
also seen a newspaper article · raised during discussion at the - don't overlook what Moslim
on this subject in a-newspaper senate meeting, this matter
Arabs, together with Palestinother than Print.
ians, have tryed to do to fellow
could have been · avoided and
Christian Arabs in Lebanon.
As a member of the Student these letters of accusation
As I said, before attacking,
Senate at the time that unnecessary.
please be aware of all your
charter for Students for PalesFurthermore-,. the author of
facts , otherwise your statetine was discussed, I resent · the letter seemed cloudy and
ments may come back to
the fact that people are uninformed as to this subject
haunt you , do to their
accusing this university; our and should have investigated
inaccuracies.
university-yours and mine, of as to this matter · before
I reject the actions of those
being prejudicial in favor of a addressing the issue. Also ,
students at SIU - Carbondale
so called Zionist Idealogy. If geographically, Gaza was
and hope that the UNI student
anyone is prejudicial it is the never Egyptian nor was it ever
will speak up against this
people that wrote and circulat- · annexed by Egypt. Therefore,
blatant attempt to distort our
ed the letters and the individ- you cannot call it occupied
ual who· wrote the newspaper Egyptian territory. As to the
democratic form of student
article. They are engaging in subject of Israel not abiding · participation and the good
name/of our university.
Pro-Arab propagenda in a by U.N. resolutions, let's not
deliberate attempt . to distort forget that it was Jordan that
Sincerely,
Jacobo Szapiro
the ·true facts surrounding this first failed to do so, when she
Former UNI Student Senate
matter.
unilateraly annexed the west
I suggest that the people,
headstrong in engaging in a
approximately ten years and in
Dear Editor:
protest, be aware of ail the
all that time, he has not
A very fun~y situation
fac t s before distorting the
obtained a degree in the field
occured as I was in the
truth.
cafeteria. Actually it wasn't
in which he is teaching.
The truth oJ the case is that
funny, it was sad. I had just
Although tenure is a very
Students for Palestine, like
finished reading the letter to · influential point, I do not feel
any group petitioning for a
the editor about the "Sticker"
that this ten year mistake
club charter, must follow
incident when I couldn't help
shou ld b e continued any
certain procedures set forth by
but over-hear a conversation at
longer. The student's educasigned.
.
·.
, . the Student Senate Charter
tion is what college is suppose
Dennis Vail , Presiden·t U.S. Committee for Justice in Palestine
a nearby table where 3-4
Review Board. Those students
securit y guards were sitting.
to enhance and develop. If a
Marwon Burgon; President Arab Student Association
who r~quested a charter reIt seems t hat t here is a
teacher does not have a degree
Kurt Moore, graduate student Ant hropology
peatedly failed to attend the
ticket contest going on among
in t he field he teaches, it is the
Candace Richards, President Feminist Action Coalition
meetings of the Charter Ret hese p eople n amely t wo ;
student who suffers . . Ot hers
Kurt Martin, President Young Socialis t Alliance
view Board when t heir charter
Baker and Tom (?) (I couldn't
and myself know becaue we
N OTE:
T h ese organization s are recog nized student
was discussed. And although a
get his last name) , arid it
have had Dr. Moorehead.
organ iza t ions at South ern Illinois Univer s i_ty a t
representative from Students
seeins very funny t_h at these
Thank you
_
Carbo~~ale, ~llin_?is 62901
for Palestine never contacted
security people could get so
Charter Review, t he members
Bob by Kramer and other ~-◄-,..;..·
stimulated over this record
concerned students
on .. the board recommended
breaking ticket outburst.
Copies o,f . the above
Beyond saving?
that the Senate consider this
It is sad however that we,
letter were-tent to StuWe were not asking either a
club& approval.
the students, must bear the
dent Senate President
confirmation
or
denial
of
our
When the matter was introburden ob these "contests. "
Jim Payette and J?rint
opinion that an ' imposter'
Editor; •
duced to the Senate, Students
With the "'t uition being raised
Editor Robert J, Kosinwrote
the
article
regarding
the,
We
can
.
appreciate
the
for Palestine were requested to
and all the -other expenses
ski by the signed
sincere effort that went into Afrikan attire.· We state it to
send at least one representagoing to school brings, can we
groups from . SIU-C. It
be . so. Thank ,you.
the
words
of
Ms.
Holda.
We
tive to speak on- and answer . at UNI afford to be on the
is printed in its entireThe Black Caucus Club
hope that the words were
any questions that senators
ty.
target end of these "games
directed at and make even a
may ask. This procedure is
security plays."
small impression on those who
required of all groups petitionRespectively,
would continue the oppressive
ing for a charter. I'd also like
C. Bassert
patterns laid down by their
to bring to the attention of
P.S. In defense of tickets, I
forefathers.
For it is those, for
those people who are concoctguess they pay for the . whatever sick reasoning · used
ing false accusations against
beautiful r ~nditions of our
to justify their hate, that need
the UNI Student Senate that ·
parking facilities. (HA!)
to ' be taught about and
the Students for Palestine's
exposed
to true love and
charter request was on the
understanding. You see it is
Senate's agenda for three
PRINT is the campus newspaper fo Northeastern Illinois
those w:ho would- use hate for
meetings (1½ months), and no
University. Published weekly, this paper is paid for by student .
others to fill what would be an
Letter to the Editor
fees and largely t he work of Northeastern Studer.ts. Materials
representatives ever attended
empty
existence that nee~ the
I
would
like
to
address
this
published herein are not to be confused with views expressed by
a senate meeting. The senate
teaching and the preaching . ..
letter to the faculty of . the
the University administration. PRINT is lor.ated iii E-049.
had no alternative but to table
not those that have the hate
Philsophy Department. I have
the matter.
projected to them because of
a
very
simple
question
to
ask
I believe that what we have
Editor-in-Chief. . ... ••.. • •......•..•.•....... Robert J. Kosinski
color or origin.
and I hope that an answer can
· here is a deliberate attempt to
Associate Editor ........... • .... .. . • . .. ... ; ..... • Ann F. Holda
We can oruy suggest that
be provided. How is it possible
Photo Editor .. • ........ . ,:, .. . .....••... .• •......• Dolora'Jung
create a situation by which
those of you that are sincere
Sports Editor ... • .. • ....... • .•... . ....•. . ......... John Stei,al
for
a
member
of
the
Philosocertain unscrupulious persons
Business Manager .•• .. . ..... . ....... . .... . Carol Jean Zalatoris '
about understanding and lovphy
Department
(Moorehead)
can use to further ' their
ing
your
fellow-man,
be
an
to be able to teach courses, in
Staff: Al Albert, Cindy Lou Berger, Larry Brittan, Nancy Burton, 1•
prejudicial biases.
example by setting an example
J-akki Freedman, Bobby Kramer, Sue Lamb, David Maher, 1
philosophy, when he himself
To specifically answer the
Dan Pearson, Benilde Polverini, Liz Sygiel, Robert L. Trahan,
in deeds as well as words.
has
no
Philsophy
degree?
I
do
comments in the letter; let is
Jr., Ronald D. Weslow
i;
We
·
often
wonder
why
not understand why a person
suffice that it was not the
Photographers: Cynthia Hagerty, Paul J. Manda, Pauline Philipps,
missionaries ever feel the need
who
has
so
much
power
over
a
Diane Poulos
student government that went
student's · grade, should not · to go beyond their own
Graphics: Tom Hamill, Mark Schultz
on record saying the "Palesself-destructive societies to
have .a . degree himself. ·
tine and Israel ar.e two names
'save' . ·p ~ple:• Do they f~l '
Dr.' Moorehead has been a
' .
for the
c~i'intry;, but ·
their ' 'own ' a re hopele'ss?
member
of
,the
department
for
rather look. at the questions

-----------=~~~====================--~
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Dear Mrs. Black,
I have been debating with
myself all day as to whether I
should inform you of the
experience. I had with one of
the staff librarians early this
morning. I have now arrived at
the conclusion that in order to
preven~ such an incident from
ever occuring again it is in the
best interests of the school for
me to tell you what happened,
and ask t hat this person be
thoroughly investigated as to
the state of her emotional
health.
I am doing experimental
research under the guidance of
Dr. William Pizzi · in the
neuropsychology laboratory.
For three months I have been
trying to track down publications from an organiz--a tion for
which I have two references
pertinent to my study. I have
tried the five largest libraries
in t he Chicago area. After
spending over an hour last
night in the UNI library ,
looking through t he catalogue
with no luck, I determined to
try again this · morning with
the expert help of one of the
reference librarians.
I . approached the short,
middle-aged, plump, darkishhaired, florid faced, bespectacled librarian, and asked if
she had a few moments to help
me make a search. This
person's fjrst reply, without
lel ting me phrase my request
was, "You'll have to go
through the card catalogue,
and I'll tell you right now we
don't have what you ate
looking for." Her tone was

1

certain of several things now.
The first is that only in
extreme emergency will I
ever ask for-help in the library
again. The second thing is that
anyone I know who has to
make use of the reference
section is going to be carefully
warned about going near that
particular person. If she could
intimidate and humiliate me
so, just what would she be able
to - do to a less seasoned
student, and what kind of
impression is she making?
Surely we should be able to
expect at least courtesy and
helpful advice so that later
searches could be made indepe nd en tly. Is this not the
function of a reference librarian?
I am embarrassed for the
s chool and for being so
humiliated myself.
Sincerely,
Josephine M Tabor (Mrs. )

supposed to be student union
building) _center stopped me in
the hall at 7:30 a.m. and told
me of her (or is it our-I keep
forgetting; dilemma that there
weren't enough · students running for the positions. She
asked me to spread the word
(evidently I spread it too far
because as they ended up with
more students than they
needed) to get more students
, to run in the election. And
spread the word -I did, as did
members of BOM and other
students in student government. After serious consideration, Jim Payette and myself
made it known to at least one
BOM member that we'd both
take the positions (our major
concern being that we didn't
~ ant to see the student
p~sitions left ~acant). Due to
an ' oversight,' only Jim's
name was turned in, coincidently, one other person
applied so there were the two
they wanted. I wasn't concernDear Editor,
ed until I heard a few other
I cannot let another issue of
students wanted the position,
Print go by without commentso they were put on a 'list.' No
ing on the recent 'election' of
election was held · but the
the commuter center Board of
second floor had a 'list' from
Managers. Why, you may ask,
who to pick if vacancies occur
do I l.!._ave election in quotes?
due to resignation. The StuWell, I respond with a - raised
dent Senate has such a list of
eyebrow and look of disconpeople
who ran and lost the tent, because there was no
election - you remember
election and there were more
fairnes_s, democracy etc. When
students then positions. Why
I was senate president ! ·would
am I in a position to know
never
have the audacity to not
this? The d·ay before the
hold a schedule election even if
election one of the big wigs of
the second floor student-owned ' the people ran unopposed (as
witnessed in the last officers
administration
dominated
election)" or if there weren't
commuter (but wasn't it
enough people to fill the
vacancies (there is always the
writP.-in option).
Well , one might say that a

·
1
-picture poJJ·
-

l

most cold. I excused myself
and asked that she listen to
my problem, .then perhaps she
would be able to suggest wher
I could look next. She pouted
her mouth at me and stalked
off. I followed but from that
point on it was a game of catch
me if 'y ou can. At -one point I
asked if she would p lease tell
me what her method of search
was, as I would appreciate
knowing how to find these
items myself should I ever
have the need again. With
arms on hips and flushed face
she actually shouted at me.
" Don't you think I am the one
who is qualified to do this?"
Well, Ma'am, I am 37 years
old, and consider myself quite
mature, however her tone and
manner actually intimated me.
After a few more minutes of
fury filled search, I asked her
"what have I done, what have
I said to make you so angry
with me?" She answered,
" would you like some-one else
to help you, is that it, shall I
call some-one else? " I an- /
swered, "of course not, go
ahead, " then bit my tongue for
the next ten minutes whilst
she whirled from shelf to shelf,
banging the books this way
and that. She did not tell me
what she was looking for nor
the books she was referring to.
Some 'time later she came up
to tne with a book, slapped it
down and said loudly and
angrily, "there you are", then
stalked off.
This,,, person found my
answer. I don't know how she
did it more's the pity, but I am

•

;!~~:n:a:a~T::a~d~~e~
were these people then? Grant- ed this is so, but who may I
ask did such an inadequate job
of publicity, and who arbitrarily decided ' when this
extended deadline for submitting your names _would end
(after 2 names?) and who made
t he decision to · not hold tlfe
election in the first place. I'd
love to know who t hese people
are that are making all t hese
,decisions governing stuaent
representation. I can say t his
much - it 's not t he student s
making t hese decisions.
The story may have a happy
ending as I do feel confident
t hat my questions will b e
answered as Jacobo Szapiro
was elected chairman .of the
BOM. I smile because I know
Stephanie Sutton-Pisces
what an advocate of student
Junior-History:
rights Jacobo is. I'm sure that
The flying nun: My mother
he'll make sure all the BOM
always wanted me to becommittees meet so the 'burcome a nun and being a
den' of the commuter center's
flying nun seemed to be a
decisions won't fall on the
good idea. ·
shoulders of soine non-student
commuter center personnelL
and I'm sure this election '
mix-up won't _o ccur again.
I wrote t his to inform t he
students and to appeal to the
Board that t his doesn't happen
again. I'm not the onl student

by Cindy Hagerty

Who was your childhood idol?

Barbara Sturner-Scorpio
Sophom ore-Speech and Performing Arts:
Beaver from Leave it to
Beaver: He was the first
man in my life. .

Carlos J. Martinez-Cancer
Junior-Biology:
John F. Kennedy: He cared
about his people and I'm
certain his spirit still. lives
within many of us.

Rudy Illy -Saggitarious
Senior-Business :
Errol Flynn: He was always
dashing and debonair.

Margaret Marotta-Libra ·
Senior-French:
Paul McCartney : I really got
swept into Beatlemania. He
was my first real crush. • - '

Paul Petschelt-C~ncer
Senior-Sociology:
Mighty
com' . mouse: He was
.
..
P!lCt power. H_e always_ did
the right thing 'at the right
time.

1
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who feels strongly about what
happened - if you question
the credibility of my preceding statement please call ext. 501
and ask Jim Payette why he
resigned from the Commuter
Center Board of Managers.
Judy Macior

Open letter to all ·Business,
Econ. majors and other concerned students:
"Learning to manage is like
learning to swim'. You can read
all the books you want on the
subject, but until you're in the
water, you ' ll never know
whether you'll sink or swim .
One way for managers-to-be to
test the water before taking
the plunge is to take advantage of every management
opportunity.''
Recently, the SAM club
planned a meeting to elect
officers but unfortunately the
turnout was disappointing.
The club feels that there must
be more than 10 students out
of 1200 enrolled 'in the
Business and Management
c;lepartment interested.
Therefore, we have rescheduled another meeting for
March 17, •at 1:00 P.M.in the
commuter center. We are ·
looking forward in seeing an overwhelming turnout by fu.
ture prospective managers to
participate in important club
activities.
Other possible -new ideas
which have been formulated
for next year include:
1. Credit for participation
in club activities.
2. Petitioning for more
money for qualified instructors
to offer more class sections.
3. Creation of student run
enterprises.
·
Once again, we urge all to
attend to share ideas and gain
managerial experience from
being involved in the SAM
club.
Sincerely,
OFFICERS OF SAM

Order Today! -

c_ACVO!(
'
Beauty Car~
Sales Representative

252-6883
DAWN - (After6:30pm)

"Flowers & Plants for All Occasions"

§ Jt1[ A\ Jf JE Jlt

Jf JC O JllJ[ §1r §
3358 West Bryn Mawr
Chicago , Ill . 478-6276

10% DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UN I STU DEN TS
A N D FACULTY
WITH 1.D.'S

OPEN TO THE
PUBLIC

OF WHOLESALE & RETAIL APPAREL
BetterJvnior& M,. Cwthes For Less Money
TOP QUALITY NAME BRANDS '
A1' ! SAVINGS , -UPf TO _
Dally 10:30-6:30

Thuro. t0:_,30
Sunday• 12:04H:OO

75o/c

-

3311 W. BRYN MAWR
(1 Y. Blocks from Northeastern)

·

OFFTHE
SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE

539-1450

., i
),
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LUNCH, DINNER & LATE SNA CKS

PIZZA IN THE PAN
Cocktail s '
•
Char-broiled Gu(liburg ers
Ribs • Chicken • Steaks

.\..announcements. -i. ' .
11, March, 1977

series of three films on Human Sexuality to be presented by the
Student Health Advisory Committee.
Time: March 15th at 1 p.m.
place, Room CC-215

TITLE IX AND THE WOMAN STUDENT will be the topic
discussed at the Brown Bag Seminar to be held this coming
Tuesday, March 15, 1977 at 1 p.m. in Room CC 216. Eleanor
Prueske of Physical Education and Joyce Flory of Speech and
Performing-Arts will be the resource people for this seminar. Title
IX is the law calling for equal treatment of the sexes in education
- it has ~used much controversy, particularly as it pertains to
athletics. Refreshments free. Sponsored by the Women's Studies
Program.
·

RESTAURANT & PUB
8808M ILWAUKEE AVE .
Phone 298-2100
(corner MIiwaukee & Dempst er}
2727 W. Howard St. 338·21~6

RESEARCH
Thousands of TOJ?iCs
Send :<for your up-to-date, 1~. PIii, mail ordltr'A;atalo.9. Enclose
to c:ovei · postage and
hending.
·

s,.oo

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE; INC.
. 113~ IDAHO ~VE.,# 206
LOS ANGl::LES,CALIF. 90025

·

Afi31 471-8474 .· ·

Ou, ,._rch papers ~re ,old for
i:esa~ch p ~ only.

.:: ---~~~z~'zz"iz z.·

1975 YEARBOOKS ARE AVAILABLE NOW, YOU MAY
PICK UP YOUR COPY IN THE YEARBOOK OFFICE (across
from the gameroom) OR THE PRINT OFFICE .

Hollywood Bed · 49.95:
Tv,,in Matt & Box 54.00
Full Matt & Box 59.00
: Qu~en Matt & Box64.00J
,t- Folding Cot
49.95 Jt: Plll~ws
. •
1.90

THE FEMINIST STUDY GROUP will meet at 12:· on
Wednesday, March 16 in the Faculty-Staff Lounge on the ground
floor of the Cl~ssroom ·building. The discussion will center on 2
articles reprinted in "Women in Sexist Society" - "Women and
Voluntarism " and " The Compassion Trap." For furt her
information, contact Blanche Hersh x423 or Nancy Green x:8335.

:,.. Sleep Sh-op :,..

BUY YOUR ST. PATRICK'S DAY CARNATIONS FROM
THE WOMEN'S GYMNASTIC TEAm, THURSDAY, MARCH
17, 1977, IN THE VILLAGE SQUARE.

, . . ~.

a.

:

**

PREPARE FOR:

~-001-~

**
!

GMAT • .GRE • OCAT

i American :

VAT• SAT

ECFMG • FLEX
NAT'L ·MEDICAL BOARDS
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS

4635 N. Kedzie

,t-

i

,t-

267-2870. ·

MEL BROOKS' YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN is no longer
available for college booking. Therefore CCAB Roll -em
Productions substituted the great western parody BLAZZING
SADDLES. Tues. Mar. 15 at 7:30 in the Aud. Get your tickets
. early!

:

*•~···••¥!f-••·••·•

....

Our broad range of prQgrams provides an umbrella of testing know-how that enables us to offer the best preparation
avail3 ble , no matter whic h c ou rse is taken . Over 38 years
of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials . Courses that are constantly updated . Permanent centers open days, evenings & weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review of class
lessons and for use of supplementary materials . Make-ups
tor -missed lessons at our centers .

MCAT

KIIPIJIN.

BACH FETE - The CHICAGO CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
with conductor Dieter Kober, will perform the Bach
BRANDENBURG CONCERTI numbers 1, 3, and 4 also the
Bach OBOE CONCERTO IN F MINOR Fri. Mar. 18 at 8 p.m. in
the Aud. Admission is free to all presented by CCAB
Classical/Music.

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

.

Prepare for the New MCAT
With a New Course - Where
There is always a Diff~rence!

L----~----------

SUMMER HAPPENINGS · - CCAB is beginning recruitment
for the '77 summer committee. Join early and be part of the
planning process! Projects· include "SPRING MADNESS."
• CC1ntact CCAB in office E205 or call ext. 505 or 506 .

.

·
I
.H,...DD
EN
.
'
:.. .. .

HEAR
AGAIN '

OPEN. FOR LUNCH

COVE

c,,;ci.g-0•, osed aad Demo Ste,oo

specialists. For those who's taste:
in quality stereo components exceed their budget. Hear Again
~
sours the midwest to bring you '
the absolute best buys in quality
stereo components. All equipment
is checked and guaranteed for
your satisfaction. Our constantly
changing inventory includes
name brands such as:
Receivers : Pioneer, Sony, Kenwood, Marantz, Sherwood.
Speakers : Advent, ESS, EPI,
KLH,Jensen,AR.
I
Apms/Tuners : Sansui, Integral
systems, Harmon Kardon.
Turntables : Dual, Philips, BSA,
Miracord,Garrard .
1
Tape Decks : Teac, Sony, Panasonic), concord.
.•
Check our savings on pre-packaged systems, and weekly spe-

IOp-EN AT 11 a• •DAILY I
It.
I
I•
I
fl .

,-------- COUPON •----"'.9~ 7
FREE - _ 1 Pitche·r beer .with med. pizza
FREE - 2 Pitchers beer with large ~i,zza
•
_SO¢ off _;, any luncheon rder ·

t

J

ii

I
I
I

L

°

·.

.,

'Lo·UNGE - PUB
i

.

.

.

t 5338 .N. Lincolri

t

I
I
I

I ·

. t

i
J

I
I

--------------- --------- _ l

· Movie· Nite, Sun., 10:30 pm,
Ladies Nite, Tues., &
Thurs., ·Une~corted femaies,
r .<¢ a· .D n.·nk

\.......,,.

.... .:... ._

·~

....,....-__:_

• · .

u

'

•

:•···········~·······································•:
•
••;
W<' Ari' Orenin.~ Our lluu.<I' To Yni,
;•
•

THE·CHIIESE BUFFET .i
·~---------~
.
: CM-tNE!:SE

!

.

•

I

.

LUNCH $2.49 DINNER $4.25:
• Lunch-11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

QPIN 7 DAYS A WEEK

~

■

:
;
•

• Cocktalls & Appetizers
2:30 p.m. to SIOO p.m.
.
• Dln~r-SIOO p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

;
;
•

:

:
■

blo,-~•llrintllhliph!!

~~~~

e

■

•

•

•

The INDEPENDENT CLUB BOARD will meet. on Thursday,
March 17 at 6 p.m. in_..the Student Senate Conference Room.
Check vour mailboxes for further details.

i

Open 7 days at noon to 5:30. Mon. 1 and Thursdays till 9:00
a

..........~.... ....,.._:_ ...

Call xfi05.
JESUS CHRIST SUPEJtSTAR and PORGY & BESS are both
coming to Chi. Tell CCAB which you want discount tickets to.
Drop a note in campus mail addressed to CCAB TICKETS E205.

,;i=:i=~=:;::;~

: .___________

HEAR AGAIN
6946 N .-California
..;•
338-7737

784-9638 -

CCAB ROVING ARTIST MEETING Tues. Mar. 15 inn E205· .•

:

cials . When you've got a limited budget, don't settle for less .

.

-·-

PORTRAITS IN CHARCOAL - Jan Cohenour is back! And
this time with two more artists from the Art Institute. So, " If
you want to see yourself on 'charcoal paper' bring your cheeks
on over to Village Square Thurs. Mar. 17" from 11-1 and, 2-4 .
Come early it's free! - Classical/Art.

th!eek .

.

.,..

PLAY MISTY -FOR ME - "an invitation to terror" staring
Director Clint E astwood and Jessica Walter, this 'mind-stabbing'
shocker will be shown in the Unicorn Wed. Mar. 16 at noon by
CCAB Unicorn Films.

. ·1~-H

2050 W. Devon
Chicago, 1_11. 60645
(312). 164-5151

.

The next STUDENT SENATE MEETING is March 21 at 7:00
p.m. in the Student Union Building Room 217.
CHARTER REVIEW MEETINGS are held at 1:00 p.m. on
Thursdays in room E-214. ·
STUDENT FEES AND ALLOCATION MEETINGS are held
at 1:00 p.m. on Tuesdays in, room E-214.
STUDENT PARKING APPEALS BOARD MEETINGS are
held at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesdays in room E214. Personal appeals
can be made- by calling extensions 508, 509.

The Union for Puerto Rican Students -is proud to present
SKATING PARTY!!!!!! Tuesday, March 22, 1977, 9:00 · 11:00 Miguel Pinero's, "SHORT EYES*" A prison drama in two acts.
p.m. $2.00 Admission. Everyone welcome, Refreshments and The play will be presented in the U.N.I. auditorium on April 1,
skate rentals available. NILES ICE RINK, Ballard and 1977 at 6:00 p.m. The second performance will be April 5, 1977 at
Cumberland. There w,ill be a table set up in the village square if · 12:30 p.m.
anyone wishes to purchase a ticket in advance. Tickets willa lso
ALL 1977 GRADUATES:
be sold at the door.
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS WILL BE TAKEN THE
VD ATTACK PLAN
Walt Disney's version of veneral
WEEK OF MARCH 14. MAKE AN APPOINTMENT NOW IN
diseases is entertaining and informative. This is the first of a
THE STUDENT SENATE OFFICE ex. 501.

'Cher~ IS diffnence!:!

•

DO DROP IN

i•
:
•.•

Blfl!"l!'ET

/J

J ,. J

,i

YISITOUINIWCOCKTAILLOUNGI
Ewery Thund■y ls ln·•••n■•lonal Day
Food Sen,e4 F•- •he Fa• East

. 58541.ll-LI

334-5252

Watch for our new lototlon

■

■

:
•
:
:

i
■

MAGIC,W,Q.K~oP•N•NGsooN :
2839W.JOUHY AVENUE :

••~······················································
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Debaters ✓ s-h ow

•

- in

well
Harvard UN conference

Two N orthea stern Illinois delegates on the Special PolitiUniv ersity s t uden ts distin- cal Committee. The Harvard
guished t hemselves, their Uni- Secretariat also awarded an
ted Nations team, and the outstanding commendation to
Universi t y at the Harvard Andrey Litvinsky, a biology
National Model United Namajor. Both delegates earned
tions Conference in Boston,
their coveted awards through
March 3-7, 1977. The Northexcellence in debate, speaking,
eastern team; a product of the caucusing, knowledge of their
forensics program a~d this
country, and in their command
year
representing
the
over the rules of procedure
U.S.S .R., consisted of Sara
used throughout the ConferFeigenholtz, Sue Eget, Alan
ence.
Seif, Michael Sosson, Gunars
The Northeastern team won
Dun·skis, A ndrey Lit vinsky,
high praises from other deleand Pa trick O'Byrne. Dan
gates as well as from the
Bloom, a veteran of the U.N.
Harvard staff -on its activities
squad and currentfy an intern · throughout the four-day event.
in the office of Congressman
Andrey Litvinsky (who was
Henry Hyde of Illinois, joined
the delegate on the Special
t he team as delegate-at-large.
Committee on the EnvironNortheastern was one of 75
ment ) and Mike Sosson (who
schools from across the counserved on the Social, Humanit ry in a ttendance at the
tarian, and Cultural Commit
Conference,
- tee) initiated the first session
Patrick O'B yme, a major in
of the Security Council with
the Depart ment of Speech and
t he presentation of a major
Performing Arts, was selected
Sovie t policy address. The
a s one of the outstanding
speech was read by Litvinsky

l

't

'in Russian with immediate
translation into English by
Sosson. In addition, the team
.was prepared each day with
press releases, containing information on Soviet policies as
well as interesting information
about the country itself.
Sara Feigenholtz , head delegate, was responsible not only
for coordinating the efforts of
the team and representing the Patrick O'Byme was only one of several forensics union students hodelegation on the Political and nored a~ the Harvard Model UN. (Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris)
Security Committee, but also
speech-making, speech prepafor participating in the faculty a veteran of the victorious
ration, and interpersonal skills
evaluation sessions. The Sovi- Pennsylvania UN team (Syria)
et t.eam's representative on the was extremely active in cau- _ brought him recognition for
his work in that group.
Security Council was Sue· cusing on multinational corCongratulations to the team
Eget. In sensitive Council - porations and international
for continuing the winning
sessions, Sue managed to push economic development in the
tradition set in previous U.N.
through a resolution co-signed Economic and Financial Commeetings at Harvard, Princeby China and Romania to mittee. The Legal Committee
ton University, the University
admit the Socialist Republic of delegate, Gunars Dunskis, was
of Pennsylvania, and DuquesVietnam to the U .N . This commended for his excellent
ne University. The Forensic.
~esolution passed t he General work in bloc politics .as well as
Union is beginning preparafor his ability at developing
Assembly.
tions for the National Model
The remaining t hree team resolutions. He also prepared
delegates ;superbly aided the an address to the General United Nations Conference in
Assembly regarding the ad- New York for which the
delegation's efforts. Alan Seif,
mission of Vietnam to the count ry assigned is Syria .
U.N. Mike Sosson represented Those interested in this conferthe Soviet viewpoint on human ence should contact David
rights and women's rights in · Jordan, C625, Ext . 530, as
the Social, Humanitarian and soon ·as possible.
Cultural Committee. His

eon•ervatlve eommentary

the other side

by Ronald D. Weslow
say so on their part. Even if
Better late than never - a one assumes a given amount
position supporting the tuition for taxes, this meant fewer
increase. The analysis is funds for perhaps needier
similar to that of the CTA areas- care of retarded childboycott follies. Those opposing ren for example. Such a policy
a tuition increase are in reality is detrimental on several
demanding a still larger subsi- counts.
dy to protect themselves from
Students , or · any other
Government sponsored infla- special interest group, should
tion. Actually, it is .surprising not be immune to changing
that an increase was not market conditions and more
instituted earlier, on the importantly, Government ingrounds of equity and ability duced inflation. The effects of
to pay. Consider, the cost of inflation are smoothed over
providing University level edu- and complacency reigns until
cation has soared in recent the economic system is eate1:1
years. To be sure, much of this away ·from these distorting
may be due to fatter salaries elements. Also, it is ironic how
for professors and an array· of piously academia sniffs at
Mickey Mouse programs. Yet "subsidy " (tax relief) for
the core of equality programs industry while demanding_
has also experienced higher hordes for itself. Of course, the
costs. Secondly, personal in- " private vs. public" difference
come has risen dramatically exists , but it would be ·
recently by 46% . Now, in the interesting to know how much
free market, price would have of their concern relates to
risen as a result of rising costs, education and how much to
but since personal income has self-interest. Not to mention
risen by an even greater that while the price of
amount, the relative cost of education · has risen, quality
education has actually declined has fallen, partially because of
in the past decade., But the quotas, open admissions, and
tuition was not raised. No,
general embracement of mediinflation and costs rendered ocrity. Students are able to
the educational price higher, shout " Up Against the Wall"
tuition remained at its former (to who?) but how many can
subsidized level. Thus the spell it? portion the main benefactor,
The taxpayers realize this
the student, paid for, declined and are naturally reluctant to
even as compensation for that pour more of their money into'
education increased. The dif- an overripe, complacent, ineffiference was made up by our cient institution embedded in
captive taxpayers. Make no its ways of producing little of
mistake, monies poured into quality. The amount of funds
the drain 'of 'contr~l):~ ~uiti~n . ·spent .on University . education ~
was siphoned off from the · is far outweighed by the fu ture
people's pockets without_ any m·o netary and social benefits

as

ga1.ned from the education,
provided of course, one does '
not knowingly continue to
follow a career when the
demand for it is diminshing.
A prime example exists at
Northeastern where thousands
of students are pursuing
education majors, while the
job market for such positions
is ·c ontinually declining. Are
educational department teachers warning stuo.ents of possible unemployment- or are
they concerned with their own,
rapidly becoming obsolete position? Given the extremely
low stipends needed for education here, it is little wonder
that serious learning is not
taken seriously. Perhaps when
the student's pocketbook is
-made thinner by Northeastern,
a higher and more rigorous
level of learning will be
demanded. Per haps students
will demand truly relevant(!)
education to get them where
the jobs are in the future. One
gets what one pays for, and
increased tuition might awaken students to the need for
quality at a reasonable price.
When price is restricted ,
quality and ultimately the
quantity of education offered
will fall. Again, price is not the
only•factor in a market. Low
price education need not be of
low quality, yet special intefes t ,legislation to protect
certain groups from reality
serv e only to render a n
institution comic and incompetitive.
The ultimate cos.t to society
of promoting mediocrity with

the "benefits" of low price,
cannot be measured in dollars
and cents. What is the value of
a nation of drones. Higher
tuition is needed to assure
quality .and effect equity in _the
tax arena , as well as to
support a relationship of
''user-charge' '.
Education is a good. It has a
price. Someone must pay for
it. We must see to it that those
who must benefit from it will

pay their share of the costs,
and not pass the buck( s) to our
already overburdenE!9 taxpayers. For all their education, it
is sad that many college
students still do not accept the
fact that there is no such thing
' as a free lunch. Why should
they- the taxpayers have
supplied them with food
stamps in every conceivable
form .

NEED.HELP
IN CHOOSING'
A CAR·EER?
For _information ·on
a training program
&· career opportunities write to:
MISSIONARIES
OF AFRICA
(A Catholic mission society for men)

----------~-------------,
Missionaries of Africa
2020 W, Morse Aven ue
Chicago, Ill . 60645

I

I

I

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,-________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,-_ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _.,.___ State----"-- Zip _ __

-

College

.

- · ~ .. · '

·.

-~ ; 'Age

·:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L------------------------1
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retain Mr. Adelman. Taking
UNI's expenditures into account, $21 ,400 is being spend
in an effort to dismiss a
tenured professor for violating
a vaguely defined policy
concerning disclosure of the
name of student grievers
(which is not cause for
dismissal).
Some of these students
Northeastern is making an Stern's lawyer asked Adelman ment. Ms. Iverson verified
testified
in Stern 's behalf,
all out effort to bring about where he got the letter. He t hat letters sent to Stern
while the others offered no
the ouster of Sociology pro- answered that Dr. Iva Carthrough the department acprotest to oppose the disclofessor Dan Stern. In the ruthers had given him the tually did not get to Stern.
sure. Grounds for dismissal
process, a large · amount of letter, but where she got the Someone must be tampering
center !}round a professor's
money and time is being spent letter was not revealed. An with Dr. Stern's mail.
failure in his or her capacity as
to resolve the situation. In agent of the University may
There are other issues which
a researcher and/ or teacher,
addition to the expenditures, have broken into Stern's point to questionable behavior
according to AA UP (American
on the part · of the University.
,the methods used by the office; keys to the offices of,his
Association of University proUniversity practices.
department are available.
Back on June 18 , 1976,
fessors) guidelines.
On February 3, 1977 at 4:50
Recently, Denise Iverson,
pre-hearing sessions were initiStern was also charged wit h
p.m., Mr. Adelman, the Uni- a member of the Stern Defense ated to determine ground rules
attempting to discredit fellow
versity' s lawyer introduced a Committee informed me that for procedure in Dr. Stern's
Sociology professor Samuel
personal letter written by Dr. she had sent _out. a letter (in dismissal hearing. Dr. Stern
Betances by submitting maStern into evidence. However, December) asking former and insisted that the hearings be
terial critical of Betances to
Stern was bewildered as to present students of Dr. Stern open, but the Sociology dethe UNI Spanish student
to
comment
on
his
performhow the administration obpartment and the administranewspapers.
The published
tained his personal letter ance as a teacher. Many letters
tion wanted them closed.
letter
and
documents
of Stern
without his consent or know- were originally sent to a Post Acting Vice President for
indicated
that
Betances
workledge. The handwritten copy of Office box, but eventually Academic Affairs, Dr. Ann
ed as a race relations director
the letter, with his signature, other letters were originally. Smith and Dean Hudson
for the United States Departwas taken out of his office. sent to the Sociology depart- prefe*d the customary proce- .
ment of Defense. Stern was
asked to retract his disclosures
in order to bring a halt to the
dismissal hearings. However,
Stern refused to recant statements unless they were found
to be faise.
Dan Stern is regarded
highly by ·many students as a
professor of sociology, though
some have had personality
conflicts
with him. The Socollege
degree
program.
Then,
upon
gradua-This summer, you can begin' 2 years of
ciology department had wittion, enter a position of instant management ·
management education , to complement your
nesses testify that Dan Stern's
respons'ibility. As an officer in the active
behavior has always been
disruptive, that 2 to 4 years
Army or Reserves. The Army ROTC
ago he did things that were
2-year program starts with 6 ·weeks of
"disruptive." He is alleged to
summer training at Fort Knox, Ky; With
be disruptive because is a
pay (over $500).
Maoist and a Marxist; with
very strong political beliefs
You'll learn what it takes to be a soldier
that if anyone maintains '
- to have your body toughened, your concontrary beliefs, they will be
fidence developed.
" destroyed ." This was the
Do well and you can qualify for Army
testimony by Dr. Iva Carru t hers, .Dr. Alva Maxey ,
ROTC courses in the fall. Do exceptionally
Margaret Schmid, and Dr. Ed
well, and you may be heading back to
Uliassi.
college with a two-year fu ll tuition
If every professor of
UNI who disagreed with a
scholarship.
student or a collea~ue was
· For the next 2 years, you'll learn what
brought up on charges and put
it t akes to be an Army officer. You'll ne
through _the hearing process,
challenged both mentally and physically.
.there would be v ery few
non-conformists left. We would
You'll get t he kind of management experhave thou sands of dollars
ience that will be an asset to you in any
being sp ent' illogica lly for
career, military or civilian. You 'll receive
outrageously long periods of
an extra $100 a month, up to 20 mont hs.
t1me, causing unfortunate tur•moil. The academic community
And when you graduate , y ou 'll have
would be complacent, "yes"
earned your college degree along with t he
men and women, who believe
gold bars o~ an Army officer.
in moderate change but are not
willing to innovate consistentIf you'd like to graduate with 4 years
ly , dynamically and couraof college plus 2 years of management,
geob.sly when the odds are
apply by April 1 for the Army ROTC
against them. Dan Stern is not
2-year program.
a hero-be violated department
policy, however, his possible
punishment-being either suspe11ded or fired doesn't fit the
misdeed.
Dan Stern is (lOt the only
victim, we _the UNI Community who attend the University
are. We are being shafted as
far as the funds defrayed to
pay for this farce. We
shouldn't accept this - we
should fight it. Talk to t he
S t udent Senate or call on
To _a rrange an interview appointment, contact : c r a i g s i 1 co x a t 2 7 4 _- 3 ooo , Ex t 3 s 1 .
President Williams. You may
I
not like Stern, but I doubt you
F ini s h y our d e g ree at _:'f ort h eastern and y our corr. mi s _s ion a t Loy9la or De P a u l · }U{e the University wasting
your money and cutting your
- - - - ~.,,,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,;___ _...J course selection for th·e
Spring/Summer.

postscript

by Larry Brittan

dure of closed hearings in such
a matter. Eventually Stern
won out and the hearings were
conducted in open sessions for
public scrutiny. Unfortunately
for Stern though is that he has
been burdened with going
through these hearings for the
past eight months since July
13, 1976 and they are still not
finished.
Why is this the case? The
transcripts for the testimony
at the hearings have to be
updated and the hearings are
not to be resumed until the
records are complete. The
printing bill for the transcripts
are approximately $3,400. The
legal stenographer's bill for
working the stenotype machine is $L50 per page for
about 5200 pages of testimony,
totali_ng nearly $8,000.
Dr. Stern alone has spent
approximately $7,000 for retaining his lawyer, Mr. Clark,
plus, the expense of duplicating documents for evidence.
According to my sources, the
University is spending betw~n $10,000 to $12,500 to

·Your last 2 years of college
can ~e your fi~st 2 years _
of management.

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT-IT TAKES TO LEAD.
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WZRD to participate
in llledia confere nee
WZRD, Northeastern's student radio station operating on
88.3 FM, will be participa ting
in a community conference on
March 12, part of a series
s pons ored by t he Citizens Committee on the M edia .
CCOM, a v olunteer g rou p
dedicated to better broadcasting for the public, is sponsoring these conferences to inform
community people and groups
on h_ow t hey can make better

· station for non-profit organizause of radio and television.
All community groups on tions to air their announcethe north side of Chicago have ments, news and information
been invited to participate in of interest to the community,
the conference, scheduled to and how to request the time.
begin at 1 PM at St.
In addition to training
Timot hy 's Church, 6330 North students in the fundamentals
Washtenaw A venue. This conof broadcasting, WZRD is
ference is designed to acquaint
licensed to serve the various
the staff of WZRD with the
neighborhoods in the area
various community organizasurrounding the Northeastern
tions, and to inform the groups
campus , as well .as the ·
of t he air _time available on the
university community itself.
This conference will enable the
staff of the station to become
better informed of the purposes and aims of the various
community organizations, so
that WZRD may better serve
Hall on F riday, April 1 (April
the people in tl;ie area. A small
Fool Day). An exciting Italian- · station is able to become more
American band that performs
involved in local community
under t he name TASTE will
activities than the larger, more
sµpply the lively music. The
powerful stations. In the past
dance will last from 7:30 till
two and a half years that
midnight. But you will get
WZRD has bee11 on the air, it
more than music with the price
has already been involved with
of your ticket. Your $3.00
several community g roups .
donation will entitle you to
The station broadcast t wo of
two (2) good size portions of
the public meetings held to
delicious, hot PIZZA. Your
save the Municipal Tuberculoticket will also give you a
sis Sanitarium site- one from
chance to win a $$$ door prize .. North Park College and one
Buy your ticket or tickets
from the audjtorium on the
early so that your pizza will be
MTS grounds- and has
waiting for you along with
broadcast news · and informaa possible money-door prize.
tion about the housing probTickets are now available at
lems in Albany Park, the
the Foreign Language Dept.
decaying neighborhoods of
office located in the classroom
Uptown, the controversy over
building, 2-040.- (9 :00 a.m.Warren State Park, etc. The
4:00 p.m.) · ~ ·,
March 12 conference will help

Italian culture enhanced ·

by UNI club
One of the goals of the
Italia n Club is to foster
interest in t he Italian language
and culture. To help achieve
this goal t he club is trying to
establish' a scholarship tha t
will benefit Nort heastern stu. dents who are in financial need
or who demonstra te a high
academic level and are studying Italia n a t UN I. The
. scholarship will be administered by t he officers of the
I talian Club in consultation
with Dr. B. Galassi, the club's
sponsor.
A scholarship means money!
H ow would you like to help
ou t while having fun at the
same time! Read on ... Ymi are
invited to attend t he I talian
Club 's first SCHOLARSH IP
BENE F IT DANCE in Alumni

RESEARCH
Send o nly one dollar (to cover
postage) for your copy of our
latest mail -order catalog of over
7,000 researc h papers .
• Quallly Unsurpassed

• Fast, Dependable Service
• Speeches, Reports, etc-.
All Materials Sold
For Resea rch A ssist an ce On ly

AUTHORS' RESEARCH SERVICES INC

407 South Dearborn Street, Su ite 600
Ch icago, Illinois 60605
312-922-0300

-------Stuff Envelopes
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

to involve the station with
more groups and other community projects.
The organizations that participate · in the conference will
learn ab out WZRD- its
programming philosophy, its
cap a bili t ies a n d lim itations ,
and its oqjectives. The Northeastern. community is invited ·

to participate in the conference, and express its views, as
t he meeting is open to
everyone interested in promoting better use of the airwaves
by the public, for t he public.
The conference will begin at 1
P M, Saturday, March 12, at
St . Timot hy's Church, 6330
North Washtenaw Avenue.

■TIS" THE SEASON FOR EXTRA■

I
$ $ $ II
I
I TAX AID I
I __35_47 W. Lawrence I
I Phone 478-5717 I
I
Need help with your Tax Retuq1?
Come see us at

$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To: ,
Envelopes Dept 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston.Mass. 02110

Bot h F eder al & State Returns ,
• with St~de nt I.D. a nd W-2 for ms

-----■ .

Only $9

. ..

"Le t our chief create hi,s magic wok for you!"

WOK INN
8Jl

10%off year round discount card 10%off year round discount card 1 0o/oyear round discou

!- Attention All Students i
....

0

In honor of the opening of your Uncle Dan's Army-Navy Surplus 0
0
.... Center, you are now entitled to. a 10% discount year round o
'O
... with this card and valid student I.D. Just clip it out and put it in your :;
u
"' wallet. Anytime you need camping goods,. outerwear, jeans, tops I
and much, much more, stop in at any of your Uncle Dan's 3 ~
C
::s
g.
0
::a
u locations.

'$.

-

-

~

0.

II)

'O .

u·nele Dan's Army Navy Surplus
Student Discount Card

'O
C

::s

e...
"'

~

0

~

....
'O

...

"'u

c
::S

0

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

School

I.D. No. _ _ _ _ _ __,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9:

(I)

n
0

-

C:

::s
n

a....

Lunch • Carry Outs • Dinner

'$.

TucsdaythruThursday 11 :JC'A'. M. -10:00P .M.
Friday and Saturda~· 11 :30 A.M. · 11,00 P.M .
Sunday II :30 A.M. · 10:00 P.M.

0

0

QI
~

0

C

::,

2440 N . Lincoln, 477-1918/1919
c.
0.
3350W.'8ryn Mawr, 588-9190
(I)
. n
0
-g ·
L
3934 W . Dempster, Skokie, 679-9577
C
::s
'
'
::,
JeaA uo %0~ pJe:,iuno:>S!P punoJ JeaA uo %0~ pJe:> 1uno:>sJp punoJ JeaA no %0~

u

II)

'O

e

CLOSED ON MONDAY

'<
(II

This entitles the bearer to 10% off with student 1.0. Not valid on sale
merchandise. Valid thru 6/30/77. Not transferable.

Chinese Cuisine

QI

-

FOR RESERVATIONS PLEASE CALL '
(312} 588-2550

3450 W. Foster Chicago, Ill. 60625
FREE PARKING
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You are invited to celebrate at lunch or at the evening party{

PII

Featuring
Blackl.abel
Beer

And
Inglenook
Wine

Ill
.

.

.

· 3407 W. Bryn Mawr

"1st

267-0214

VERSARY"

AND

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
. {jEbEBRAfIO . -~-~
Thursday, March 17
'

v<iloo, Ni<PnY tltanlc6 fo11, y,oWt ftalwnaye ofH!/t tlte /tad~.
g,ele11, g,an ·

ANTIQUE DECORATIVE
MARBEL SHEETS 4ft. x 5 ft. x

1¼ inches BLACK-GREEN,
-WHITE, IDEA½ FOR TABLE
TOPS, 929-9368 after 9 p.m.
CLAUDINE
HANDYPERSON : For yardwork-

small home, small property, 2½
blocks from school. Easy way to
earn some extra money . If you are
interested, please call Gert Edelheit, ext. 520/521.

To Yogi-

,
Until you give up your fetish for
fires STAY OUT of my forest!!!
Signed- Smokey
P .S. Why don 't you go back to
stealing picnic baskets?!
I

TO MY OLE LOVER
THINGS HAVE CHANGED
SINCE I SAW YOU LAST . IF
NqT TOO LATE, YES ! SLOWLY.
YOUR OLD LOVER
-David M.:

FOR SALE: '76 Vega Wagon, .

A / C, am-fm-8 track, side molding,
tint windows, steel radials, mats,
gauges, 14,000 miles, green ext.,
black int., 3-spd. , under 60,000
mile warranty. $3,500. Call after
5: 00 p.m. - Call 736-4638 ask for
Mark
'
--------------FOR SALE: S.ho-Bud Maverick
pedal s teel guitar, one month old,
case, orig. $500, sell for $375. Ext.
306 ask for Red.

ROOMMATE WANTED: for deluxe 2 bedroom ap t. in Mt.
Prospect $170 mo. Call Curt
640-6216 afternoons

ROOMMATE WANTED: male or
female to share house with two
males. If in!,erested call 784-7466.
House is on north side fifteen
minutes from Northeastern.

Fiver:

. Hey Boss,

Bring your CB next time and we
can modulate on the way up.
S.B
Patti:

You can do anything you want
- you 're married.
Karin
Dear Ziggy,
I REALLY enjoyed last Satur-

day night. Hope it's the first of
many more to come.
signed,
A French Film Lover
P .S. How's your stuffed frogs?

To the best "blurb " writer at ·
Northwestern here 's one for you.
Thanks for all your help, it is
much appreciated.
Anne DeRaimo:
I never see you anymore!! Hope
Ann
P .S . Now, doesn't this make your everything is fine with, yoi: , I
day?
'
never got around to ptittirg a
personal in for your birthday but,
I hope you had . the greatest
DONNA!
When are we going to pick up bifthday ever!! Take care!
l..ove,
Bryan's la~ndry??? It must be
Lucy
piling up and we don't want that;
do we? I have to see , "you know
Liebe Gabi, .
who" again because maybe he's
gotten cuter. And while we're
Herzliche Glueckwuenschl zum
there, your car can run out of gas. Geburtstag.
OTHER HALF
Deine verrueckten I •eunde.
Liz:

Jim Gross:

There will come a weekend,
sometime when you 're off of work,
and you're well, and I'm well, and
maybe possibly we could go out
somewhere?? Let's hope this
happens so we can ceiebrate you
"exiting your teens" with style!
ee cough, ee cought

You don't know it, but we've
already had a few encom1ters. I ·
have to keep my presence a
mystery for a while to keep the
thrill going. r•m looking forward
to your next personal. Keep your
eyee open!!
Truthfully yours,
An Avid Fan From Jazz-Rock

SISTERS:
FOR SALE: 1957 Bel-Air Chevy

Excellent Transportation Need's
some Body Work Tel.- 736-4946

$20.00 REWARD: FOR THE
RETU_RN OF (SLIGHT) PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES
LOST ·IN THE VICINITY OF
THE; YI!.4,'\.G_E SQUARE ELECTION TABLE ON 2/23/77. Call
Physical Plant Office. Ext. 205 &
206.

FOR SALE: 73 VEGA GT

' hatchback, coppertone, 4 spd, AC ,
tint.ed wind, AM/FM, cust. int. &
mags, posi, new radials & brakes,
fair cond. $695. or best offer. Call
583-4050 X501 bet. 10 & 4 Duke.

personals

Jeff,

Thanks a lot. You'll never now
how much I appreciate it.
A Friend [KJ
To Space, . Crash, Tok Tok Tok,
Sniff

a

Hulk am accepting your quitting only because HULK no really
want to hurt you. BUT, don't
write to HULK next week or ever
saying that yu changed mind or
HULK WILL SMASH!
The HULK

---------- ,---

Dennis R. S. and Dan S.:
Have a nice flight, and a good
trip. Don't eat too much Mexican
food, or drink!
P.S. What should I do if I find a
bird who needs help?
Ann

---------------

Dear Tom,

Thank you for being such a
swee t' kid and thank you hr
taking care of me last week.
Love
.. .QUIT SMOKINGIII
Patti, Judy & Jim:
Thanks for -waiting for me. I
appreciate the company and owuld
have hared walking in by myself.
Karin
Intrepoid Cabin Campers:
George says ..!'Hi," had a great
time. Woof Woof Whine Whine
Swan Lake
Shardick:

You drive like a maniac.
Smokey

.-

THE MEMBERS OF THE
BONG-A-THON

I hereby am announcing my
retirment from. the Board. (Yo
know what I meanl I have come to
realize that you are truly my
superior at the game . I am
quitting so that you won 't , smash
me again by $27,444.
HUMBLY YOURS,
JOHN DENVER
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Darlin',
,
You're now more beautiful than
I can ever remember. I guess
the artist if the mind paints a
greater portrait when love is there
to guide his hand, and mine has
never been stronger. i love you.
Me
BOBBY:

He's right! You can ' t beat
loyalty, and believe .me, he's
eftrned it! Lcive that man a lot!
True Blue
Dear Yogurt Maker,

I'm cured! Get it? I 'll write next
. week what was written last week.
Soil Tiller
PINY.A, GOO .. GOO .. ..THANK YOU FOR
THE QUEEZY TOY AND FOR
THE SWEATER . ALL IS FORGIVEN . GOO .. G(?O ...

-------- -------

Dear Boom-Boom

I de'fini tely think the t I
positively believe you probably
willf but then again f 'gi still not
completely sure!?!
Signedy our-extremely-confused-asker
Dear Yogurt Makers Mom,

Happy Birthday! We all appreciate you!
Soil Tiller
mrs. mowy,

JOHN DENVER:

Hulk see you with yellow hair
girl the other day. Hulk now why.
Yellow hair go with yellow belly,
no?
The HULK
RON WESLOW:

anonymous

you 've given me more support
than any_ flying buttress i have
ever known. thanks for everything
and happy St. pat's day.
r of the f
Micky

-You didn't see me last Monday
because I stopped by the previous
Friday instead. Sorry. Now I'm
here on Monday- where the hell
are YOU?
See ya Tuesday;
Dennis
Descant, Alto. Micky, DJSI-

I GOT THE NEW JOB!!!!
DJS II

Lucy
Heidette:

Dear 'Jim,

As time goes on I find out more
and more about you that I really
like and I know about the deep dar
secret that I never knew ever
existed - maybe now theres
clearer ~ and we can go on about
our duties; ; ; ......ahem - or whatever. . .
Your angel-?

Guy- '
· There are many many fish in the
sea don't let one take all your bait
- you'll never lose what you have
in your minds precious corner but
it will -be pushed back as time
dulls the pain.

a

To
person I thought was. a
friend:

Friendship is based on mutual
understanding, confidence, and
trust. If you can't have those
qualities, you might as well not
have friendship. This ishow I feel
Available:
now. Thanks for telling everyone ,
One Cowboy very competent · in
about my personal life. If I wanted
securing any position you
demand.
I don't have a Illinois them to know, I would put it in
PRINT.
Steer roping certification but I'm a
Thanks, FRIEND
willing and fast learner if I have a
willing and slow teacher. R.S.V.P.

JUST A NOTE TO SAY HI.
HOPE EVERYTHING IS GOING GOOD AND GENERAL
YOU BETTER DO You · KNOW
WHAT!!!
TAKE CARE,
LOVE PAULA

HULK:

too

just want.ed to

I 'LL BET YOUR PRETZ~L
ISN 'T ALL THAT'S BENT!

HEY GENERAL CHUCK!
AND RED!

Have not encountered AQUALUNG lately. Will let you know
when I do.
P ._S. HOW'S AFRICAN BEAUTY?
Sara Heartburn

around school so I
say HI!!!!

MEMO TO BENT PRETZEL:

I HOPE DR. JACKSON ISN'T
KEEPING YOU TOO BUSY
THESE DAYS, (JUST KID·
DING) SAY HI TO EVERYONE
FOR ME.

Zappa and D .D.

Cindy of the Print
think your apparel looks good

How are you? I'm just fine ,
except for a couple of thi~gs here
and there, you know. But I know
everything will be OK after April
20th. Let's get outta here SOON!!!
ADRIAN
P .S.: Now you got a personal, see?

HEY MARILYN [4th FLOOR]

West Virginy Check the
southern twist.
I'm so excited I can't write.
heidette [like ee cumings]

Henry Ferrare:
Hi!! I hardly ever see yo

SUE!!!

Thank you for the wonderful
half-time performance you gave on
Homecoming. You were a great
success! Did U ever consider going
on the "Gong Show?" Wish you
would.
Signed,
A female fan .
P .S. Am hoping . you can play
baseball as well as you juggle.
(R .S.V.P)

Miss Vicki,
Wow Far our Heaven,

I really hear where you 're
coming from!Your outlooks are
really right on!
The Lone Rider

EN-

Happy Birthday, my loving whale.
From your dumb chickl!'n.

Johnny Nubs:

Thanks for . all the good
memories. Like you , there will
be no other. Something special
about you really turned me on and
its like you told me. I really don 't
know what it was . Maybe we can
get together. I'll be waiting for_yo
on Friday at about 7:30.
Love,
ME

COMMITTEE FOR BETTER
UNDERSTANDING
OF
STRANGENESS. HEREBY,
DORSE STEVEN J . PRAGER
AS KING OF THE WORLD.

In my heart I have song, S?
come to my house and I swear
we'll BONG!
Captain Israel

- - ---------- r --

JOHN DENVER:

-------------

Our dance was just great!! I had
so much fun , you wouldn't believe!
.Let's have another one ASAP.
Your youngest member

I

I
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Cloret,
I'm not going to fix the light
bulb.
Tim

--- · -----------

OX:
A bull season can be beef,
turkey, fish, OR PIZZA
XO

Tarry.:..

I can't wait. I can't wait. I can't
wait. I can't wait. I can't wait. I
can't wait. I can't wait. Can you?
Miss Vicki
Dear Soil Tiller: ·
Do you think it would be a good
idea to bring iodinzed salt? There
are only 71 days left now and I can
hardly wait. We'd better think
about ordering from a seed
catalogue too. Or would that be
too cumbersome? At any rate,
remain calm!
Yogurt Maker
SURFBOARD SAVOR
• · Sorry I missed sending your
personal last week. You will be
lucky if you get this one ~ cuz zi
am sending it Tues. When shall we
make our pizza? Don't forget your
pj's for Detroit.
TORN ARM PITS

Janet
How's it feel to go all the way. r
to the third button.
. Rich
Toilet
I '11 leave you behind one of
these d;ys!!!!

Mary
Any time you want to have an
affair let me know.
Your good friend

The Rock 'N- Ryes are cin me.
Denis
Dear Rose,

Sorry about it not appearing
last 'week. Happy belated 19
birthday! I'm still glad your
blood's positive.
Debbie
BonzoHow about another back rub?
Bass
Darlene-

Still _thinkin' of you (every day
and every night). Miss you!
DJS II
Dear Snuggles: -

! Miss YOU!
Love,
Teddy Bear.

Dear YogiAre you really smart.er than the

average Bear?
Signed- Rich
To Gandy and

Sim-

Due to new regulations the
Chief has prohibited anymore
secret talking except via the
cone-of-silence!
·
Signed- Max
Slumbering Sweetheart:

'
Yes, you look cute even when
you 're sleeping. Sweet dreams.
Kiss on the cheek

'l I ree c 1assa.1ed s. '
•j!•
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Three Eagles ·selected·
.to All-Star team -,

l sports '

by John Stepal
The Chicagoland Collegiate
Basketball Conference recently
announced its all-conference
team for the 76-77 season. To
nobody'..s surprise, St. Xavier
and Northeastern dominated
the selections, in much the
same way they ruled the
conference. Each placed tnree
players on the ten-man squad.
Both of the Eagles' guards,
Lamarr Mondane and Bobby
Beckam, made t~ team, as
well as Tyrone l<l,)_.tues, who
has now been named to 'the
all-conference team in each of
the last three years. The
Cougars, meanwhile , placed
their forwards on the· team,
Ron Simmons and Jim Czajkowski, and also Mike Walaszek, their superlative guard.
Others named to the team
included Frank j{aminsky,
Lewis' fine center, who was
also named the conference's
most valuable player, Ricky
Calhoun from St. Francis,
George Williams' center Steve
Grimes, and Circle's Ed
Stacks.
At first , I was a little
surprised to see that Kaminsky had been chosen MVP,
expecially considering Lewis'
rather disappointing season,
hut St. Xavier, the league

Fans look on in delight as John Nuebling displays his
talented juggling act at our recent homecoming. He is also
a pitcher on the Eagles' promising baseball team. [Photo by
Dolors Jung]

champion, didn't really have a
dominant player on their
well-balanced team. In fact,
the Cougars ' most valuable
player for the past season
might have been Mr. Riley.
Although he wore a referee's
uniform, he managed to help
SXC to a couple of key w~ns
during the season.
One thing that doesn't
· surprise me, though, was the
selection of Bob Hallberg of
St. Xavier as coach of the
year. Who else cold have

•

Express receives
scare, rolls o.n anyway
by John Stepal
The Express, who seemingly
have dominated intramurals
since God knows when, received quite a scare last
Thursday as they trailed the
Hawks at · halftime , 18-15.
Many of the numerous people
watching, including myself,
probably thought that time
had finally run out on the
Express. The second half
proved otherwise, _however, as
they showed why they are
perennial champions by blowing the Hawks off the court.
The scoreboard said Express
36, Hawks 31 at the end ·of the
game, but it wasn't really a
good indication of the Express'

GERSTALT
THERAPY
GROUPS

EXCEL

CONTACT
ONE DAY REPLACEMENT OF
MOST HARO CONTACTS

•

CLEANING ANO POLISHING WHILE
YOU WAIT
FREE WITH UNI ID CARO

Tired of insights but no
changes? Gestalt groups
give insights, initiate
changes . Primary Gestalt
Therapy Group meets Sat ._
9-11 AM. Gestalt Art Therapy
Group: Initiate change thru
a Gestal f Therapy process of
self-awareness and self-perceptions, using what , you
create to discover who you
are. Group meets Sat. 2-4 PM .
Free Interviews . Sliding Fee
Scale.

• - SOFT LENSES -AVAILABLE

..............................................................
6770 North Lincoln Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 674-;;9519

TERRY BARTON ·
477-4606

FULL-TIME & PART-TIME. Growing mfg firm located
north of loop looking for competent people who want
to grow with us. Informal flexible atmosphere among
congenial hardworking people. We make a variety of
the most advanced electronic equipment available.
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416WestErie
~hicago, Illinois

Snack Shot
3401 8,y,, •••, JU 8-1135
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Breakfast Special
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intramural co-ed volleyball.
Play begins March 17. Winners will advance to the college
tournament in May.
Al Albert playes the Grand
Prix better than anyone 'I
know.
Basketball predictions: Ken- _
tucky to win the NCAA,
Westinghouse for the Class
AA, and the Express to win
the intramurals (again).
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ADMIN SECY: Includes both marketing support and
secretarial, direct mall advertising, sales llalson,
phone work, t yping and dlctaphone. TYPIST:
Responsible verbally oriented .person, inust spell Impeccably !_nd_type accurately at 55 wpm , mag card
experience helpful. PURCHASING: Friendly assertiveness on the phone Important, good position If you like
to organize and consummate quality - bargain buys.
Conta·ct Mary at 337-7718, 9-12 a.m .
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by John Stepal
Congratulations to Judy
Jacubowski and Vicky Avers
for their fine performance in
Madison in the recent tournament held there, as the girls
won the table tennis doubles ·
championship. Maybe now
. those big schools will take
notice of us.
A meeting will be held
Tuesday at one in the gym for
anyone interested in playing

~-------~--------------~-,
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CV's Northeastern I
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dominance. •·
Other quarterfinal winners
were the Average White Team,
the Demons, and the Who. By
the time this is printed, a
champion · will have already
been crowned among these
four. There is additional
motivation in winning intramural basketball this year, as
the victor qualifies for a
tournament against other
schools. Whoever wins the
intramural championship will
face Oakton in the first round
of the tournament. The game
will be played on Northeastern's campus at nine on
Saturday morning.

Jock
\ shorts

LENSES
•

gotten the award? I'm not one
to criticize Hallberg's coachingmethods. His record speaks for
itself. I think, though, that a
talented team can often make
a mediocre coach look like a
genius, while a good coach
may have a poor record if his
team isn't of any quality. I
think it was Vince Lombardi
who said that it's harder to
repeat than to win · the first
time.
You better hope nothing
happens to Riley, Bob.
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2 eggs with bacon or
sausage, juice, coffee

$1 .SS
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Cordially invites all UNI .r;tudents
and employees to enjoy our home
cooke<f, foods a:n d Joun.fain
cr1?.rztfrxn.".

Your Host

Sam
We are open 7 days a week
from 6AM to 9PM for
BREAKFAST• LUNCH • DINNER
_
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GoodthruMarch17

,Fast Carry Outs

